
2Way Release Notes - 3.8.2020 

Backend v1.92 (Backend only release) 

Indicates changes from previous release notes. 

Improvements and updates - Backend 

‣ Clients member base API’s retry mechanism - Update to the mechanism that sends 
updates to the client member base. Now few attempts are needed before triggering an 
alert versus one attempt before. 

‣ Editing a member within Users now saves the state rather than returning to default view 
upon saving.  

‣ Added API’s for marking documents as read to show across devices. (to be used in the 
upcoming v3 of the app) 

‣ Comments for reports no longer has a limit on number of characters to be used 

‣ (Multi factor authentication (MFA) mechanism updated 

‣ Label changes across the backend for the following: 

‣ Airline group changed to Group 

‣ Airline code changed to Group code 

‣ Rank changed to Position/Rank 

‣ In Destinations, “Flight numbers” module was removed as it serves no purpose any more. 

‣ Survey list API updated to reflect new status to be used in app v3.0 

‣ In All Users, the UI for the table updated to be more clear how the table is being sorted. 

‣ Preparation for a PHP version update to be carried out in next backend version release. 

Fixes 

‣ Fixed. Email reports were being received for reports with final status. 

‣ Fixed. Issues with adding a document from backend CK editor server 

‣ Fixed. In rare cases, contact details were temporarily hidden after disabling and then 
enabling contact info in app. 

‣ Fixed. Group code column in Users set to fixed width. 

Supported operating systems 

‣ iOs 10 and up 

‣ Android 5.0 (Lollipop) and up 
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